
Right, that‛s 
breakfast 
over. Time to 
get to work.

I‛ll just hack into a 
phone conversation 
& steal card data 
from a contact 
centre.

Yes… Here we go. 
Just type in a few 
lines of hacking 
code then…

Damn, they've 
upgraded their SIP 
Trunks to SIP 
Encrypt from 
VoIP.co.uk

Yes, I‛d like to 
take out a car 
insurance policy 
with you.

MEANWHILE… Certainly 
madam. I‛ll just 
need your credit 
card details…

Unlike other VoIP Telephony Solutions, SIP Encrypt protects against card 
data theft through anti-eavesdropping technology. Our SAFEGateway 
device disables insecure transmission methods and offers customers 
ultimate peace of mind when 
connecting to our network.

PCI COMPLIANT LEVEL-1 SERVICE PROVIDER
The rise in popularity of Voice-over-IP based phone systems, and 

the use of internet leased lines for voice transmission, is a security 

risk that many businesses are blissfully unaware of. The interception 

of sensitive information by an eavesdropper can destroy business 

growth and leave businesses subject to considerable fines by the 

payment card industry when credit card data is lost.

VoIP.co.uk, a PCI Compliant Level-1 Service Provider, have developed 

a secure VoIP solution which encrypts and protects telephone calls 

against eavesdropping and subsequent intellectual property theft. 

Service activation is simple - To learn more about our SIP Encrypt 

service and how it integrates into your environment, please contact 

a member of our specialist business development team. 
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Fine & 
Dandy

Lawyers

Right time to
get up and see 
what business 
information I 
can sell on today.

I'll just hack into 
Fine and Dandy 
Lawyers‛ phone 
conversation.

Fantastic ! I'll 
just type in 
some hacking 
code.

Darn it ! They've 
upgraded to Sip 
Encrypt from 
Voip.co.uk. I need to 
find a new target.

It‛s JR here. 
I‛ve just 
invented a 
brilliant new 
fracking tool.

MEANWHILE… Great news JR. 
Let‛s get that 
patented right 
away.

Large corporations, small business, hospitals, financial institutions all 
amass confidential information about their customers, employees, 
products, research and financial status. It is vital that any organisation 
dealing with sensitive information 
protects against wire-tapping.

PROTECT YOUR CRITICAL BUSINESS INFORMATION
When VoIP technology is used to make and receive calls via 

external IP networks or private MPLS lines, these calls must 

be considered open or insecure unless protected by strong 

encryption. Irrespective of business size or sector, business 

leaders must take steps to ensure that their stakeholders and 

critical business information are fully protected from remote 

access wiretapping. Fully penetration tested, our SAFEGateway 

device is included as part of the SIP Encrypt Service .All calls 

to our network are fully encrypted, providing organisations 

concerned with ISO27001 or data privacy with a fully audited 

secure telephony solution.
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